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Abstract

In order to conduct effective operations which link tactical victories with achieving strategic goals, a JTF commander should maintain ethical considerations at the forefront of all leadership, planning, and execution efforts to ensure ultimate success. Some experts characterize the enemy’s strategy as a global insurgency. Others debate whether waging war against a technique - terrorism - constitutes sound strategy. Proper characterization of the conflict notwithstanding, America is fighting a determined enemy bent on using both asymmetric techniques and terrorism to counter overwhelming U.S. advantage in conventional warfare. Moreover, the 9/11 attacks highlighted our enemy’s willingness to blatantly disregard laws of armed conflict and ethics in general, thus posing unique challenges to today’s combat leaders. This paper discusses the meaning of military ethics and implications of the current warfighting environment for the topic. Then it illustrates situations where ethical issues must be considered, based on a real-world scenario in an area in which a JTF has operated. Finally, it recommends ways a future JTF commander can conduct more effective, “ethically sound” operations. The more knowledgeable a JTF commander becomes of ethical conundrums presented by our current operational environment, the better equipped he will be to provide the leadership subordinate commanders require in times of ethical uncertainty.
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Introduction

The ethical challenge, I believe, is as daunting and demanding as the strategic challenge... the ethical challenge that confronts us post-September 11 is that if, as we struggle to respond to that terrorist threat, we loosen our grip on our values and principles, those ethical ideals and standards, then we become like [the terrorists]. And if we become like them, they win in a profound sense. That would be a much greater victory for them than destroying some of our buildings and killing even thousands of our people.¹

Dr. Albert C. Pierce, *Strategy, Ethics and the “War on Terrorism”*

America is facing a challenge to its very survival. The horrific events of September 11, 2001 resulted in the United States embarking in a global war against terrorism. The strategic goal of defeating terrorism, however, does not necessarily translate easily or directly into operational objectives. Today’s commander leading a Joint Task Force (JTF) faces extreme challenges ranging from scarcity of resources, to achieving cohesion among disparate U.S. and international units, to identifying true, attainable missions in environments where feeding populations, providing disaster relief and instituting peace between warring tribes serve as potential ends.

In order to conduct effective operations which link tactical victories with achieving strategic goals, a JTF commander should maintain ethical considerations at the forefront of all leadership, planning, and execution efforts to ensure ultimate success. Some experts characterize the enemy’s strategy as a global insurgency. Others debate whether waging war against a technique - terrorism - constitutes sound strategy. Proper characterization of the conflict notwithstanding, America is fighting a determined enemy bent on using both asymmetric techniques and terrorism to counter overwhelming U.S. advantage in conventional warfare. Moreover, the 9/11 attacks highlighted our enemy’s willingness to blatantly disregard laws of armed conflict and ethics in general, thus posing unique challenges to today’s combat leaders.

This paper discusses the meaning of military ethics and implications of the current
warfighting environment for the topic. Then it illustrates situations where ethical issues must be considered, based on a real-world scenario in an area in which a JTF has operated. Finally, it recommends ways a future JTF commander can conduct more effective, “ethically sound” operations. The more knowledgeable a JTF commander becomes of ethical conundrums presented by our current operational environment, the better equipped he will be to provide the leadership subordinate commanders require in times of ethical uncertainty.

**Military Ethics**

The crucial point is that there are *rules of war* . . . The moral equality of the battlefield distinguishes combat from domestic crime. If we are to judge what goes on in the course of a battle, then, “we must treat both combatants,” as Henry Sedgewick has written, “on the assumption that each believes himself in the right.” And we must ask “how the duties of a belligerent, fighting in the name of justice, and under the restraints of morality, are to be determined.” Or, more directly, without reference to the justice of their cause, how can soldiers fight justly?²

Michael Walzer, *Just and Unjust Wars*

Academics, military experts and professionals often discuss military ethics in terms of “Just War” theory. This theory is divided into two parts. The first part, *Jus ad bellum*, deals with the morality of deciding to go to war. It sets forth basic requirements which must be met before a war can be called morally justified.³ This paper addresses neither the practicalities of this portion of the theory nor the justification the United States provides for waging operations as part of the war on terror.

The second part of the theory is called *Jus in bello*. It addresses the manner in which a military force prosecutes a war. Two main issues are considered when weighing whether or not the conduct of a war meets the *Jus in bello* concept. First, the principle of proportionality states combatants are required to use force in positive relation to the accomplishment of the military objective and the value of the engaged target.⁴ Firing a 120mm tank round to kill a single enemy combatant on foot, armed only with a Kalashnikov rifle represents an extreme example of a violation of this tenet. The second half of *Jus in bello* explains the concept of
discrimination, or the avoidance of killing non-combatants. While on the surface, this latter part of the theory may appear relatively straightforward, individuals may disagree on the meaning of “combatant.” Definitions in a counterinsurgency-type battlespace become even more difficult.\(^5\) A common illustration of the difficulty imposed by this concept is whether or not the factory worker who makes materials for the enemy fighting force qualifies as a legitimate military target. His or her participation in the supply chain, ordnance related or not, may cause the loss of protected non-combatant status.

Due to the difficulties inherent in deciding whether or not a specific situation meets the tenets of *Jus in bello*, commanders may consider another perspective offered by Professor Tom Grassey, Stockdale Chair for Leadership and Ethics at the Naval War College. He provides a definition of ethics suitable for application at the operational level of war in stating, “Ethics is the study of what is the right thing to do, here and now, given the limitations of time and knowledge, all things considered.”\(^6\) Commanders and members of a JTF can comprehend this definition regardless of their knowledge of “Just War Theory,” and, more importantly, apply it to specific situations in which they may find themselves.

**Warfighting Environmental Trends Increasing Focus on Ethics**

Two, perhaps three wars were going on simultaneously. One was a conventional war between Iraq’s regular forces and the invaders; it scarcely took fire, so reluctant were the Iraqi regulars to fight. The second war was between the Americans and the irregular defenders of the regime; some ideological Baathists, other foreign Muslim fundamentalists attracted to the fight by the chance to die for their personal vision of Islam. The third war was between frightened young American soldiers and the specter of a population of suicide bombers in which any car driver or civilian truck driver seemed to threaten the Marines with death.\(^7\)

*John Keegan, The March Up: Taking Baghdad with the 1st Marine Division*

Three aspects of today’s warfighting environment increase the focus on ethics, or doing the right thing. First, intensive scrutiny of incidents such as the Abu Ghraib prisoner abuse scandal or the Marine shooting a wounded Iraqi inside a Fallujah mosque, highlight potential impacts of media on operations.\(^8\) Digital communications, embedded media personnel, 24-
hour news services and an unquenchable consumer thirst for controversial stories provides every Marine, soldier, sailor, airman or guardsman in the battlespace the potential to cause strategic ripples through commission of tactical errors in judgment. Reporters and other news personnel quickly seize any significant mistake, especially one that involves a potential ethical misstep, and broadcast it over the radio, television, newsprint and internet practically instantaneously. To be sure, some media representatives have agreed to withhold stories to allow time for preemptive damage control by commanders. Although speedy, widespread dissemination does not impact the rightness or wrongness of the action itself, it exponentially increases the enemy’s ability to capitalize on the information, and at the same time decreases a commander’s ability to mitigate those effects.

Second, although U.S. combatant commanders continuously plan for a regional conflict against a near peer competitor, the likelihood of facing smaller scale contingencies more reflective of an environment involving Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) is increasing. Environments of this sort tend to be more “ethically intense” in terms of numbers of potential dilemmas and increased attention each infraction incites. Carl von Clausewitz’s view of war as an extension of politics emphasizes increased political implications, or limitations, on warfare as it slides along the continuum to levels below his ideological “total war.”9 Marine General Anthony Zinni described MOOTW operations in stating, “On the one hand, you have to shoot and kill somebody; on the other hand, you have to feed somebody. On the other hand, you have to build an economy, restructure the infrastructure, and build the political system. And there’s some poor lieutenant colonel, colonel, brigadier general down there . . . with all that saddled on him.”10

Finally, the enemy’s intent, or how al Qaeda specifically plans to attack the U.S. center
of gravity, largely defines the environment in which future joint task forces will fight. If one accepts the theory that America’s enemies are waging a global insurgency, then an exploration of traditional insurgent methods reveals the tactics, techniques and procedures they will use to achieve their goals. In general, insurgents attempt to win the support of a local population or inhabitants within a country so they can gain safe haven, establish their own form of government, and husband resources to further their cause. A term that has classically been associated with this type of warfare is “hearts and minds.” Terrorists attempt to gain these through killing, intimidation and violence, while the United States attempts to establish and maintain the rule of law, provide basic security, minimize conditions which breed terrorists and prove that supporting insurgencies decreases quality of life for all those involved.

As Islamic extremists perpetrated the most recent and deadly terrorist acts against the United States, one could characterize at least a portion of the war on terror as a race for the “hearts and minds” among the world’s Muslim population: either the United States will win it, or the radical terrorists will. This is not to imply that America can convince Muslim populations to fully embrace its values or replace their religious standards with western culture. As a rough indicator of progress, a recent Defense Science Board report shows the United States is not faring well in this area, and may be losing support to the benefit of the terrorists. Operations which experience fewer ethical lapses will ostensibly result in less relative support to the enemy in terms of resources and allegiances.
Real-World Operations in the Philippines

The major new factor in the Philippines—and the region—is the introduction of a far more radical form of Islam backed by international adherents. While Abu Sayyaf itself may now be both a criminal enterprise and an ideologically motivated insurgent group, the message of Islamic extremism in populations seeing little prospect for material improvement could be especially seductive. Traditional Moro independence groups, militants, and armed insurgents may become radicalized. Regional commentators (including those in Indonesia) continue to echo the fear that “radicals might eventually attract the economically dispossessed.”

Dr. Graham H. Turbiville Jr., *Bearers of the Sword: Radical Islam, Philippines Insurgency, and Regional Stability*

After 9/11, the Philippine government expressed increasing concern over the potential for the three main terrorist, separatist and insurgent organizations, the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG), the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) to collaborate. This collusion could render Philippine armed forces incapable of defeating these groups’ combined efforts. As history indicates, the groups use terrorist tactics to cause the government to cede a portion of its southern territory, if not a general uprising by the Philippine population, most of who live in third world squalor. In fact, upon request from the Philippine government, the United States provided materiel and also deployed Special Forces units to the islands for training in counter-terror techniques. Based on the current political environment in the Philippines, rising trends of terrorism there and ongoing counterinsurgency operations, one could conceive a future scenario where the United States is asked to provide a military force, such as the one outlined below.

By the Fall of 2006, enemy forces have coordinated and matured beyond the government’s ability to maintain order in the country. Due to limited popular uprisings, a wave of significant terrorist attacks and general unrest, President Macapagal-Arroyo declared an emergency state and invoked martial law. At the same time, she requested the United States send forces to identify and defeat terrorist networks, re-institute order and help stabilize the country. Since forces in Iraq were drawn down to 30,000, consisting mostly of
the Pentagon’s new System Administrator force, President Bush decided the danger of Islamic extremism gaining a further hold in a strategically important area like the Philippines was worth risking U.S. military lives. Thus, Combined Joint Task Force Philippine Islands (CJTFPI) was formed under command of a two star flag officer. The countries of Australia, United Kingdom, South Korea and Pakistan contributed international forces to the JTF. The decision to invite Pakistani participation was based on the nearly 100% Muslim composition of their armed forces in the hopes that they could provide some legitimacy to an otherwise foreign assistance force operating in heavily Muslim-populated areas of the Philippine Islands.

**Potential Dilemmas Facing Joint Task Force Philippine Islands**

Moreover, every war is rich in unique episodes. Each is an uncharted sea, full of reefs. The commander may suspect the reef’s existence without ever having seen them; now he has to steer past them in the dark. If a contrary wind springs up, if some major mischance appears, he will need the greatest skill and personal exertion, and the utmost presence of mind, though from a distance everything seems to be proceeding automatically . . . so only the experienced officer will make the right decision in major and minor matters – at every pulsebeat of war . . . So he rarely makes a serious mistake, such as can, in war, shatter confidence and become extremely dangerous if it occurs often.\(^\text{16}\)

Carl von Clausewitz, *On War*

The commander of JTFPI faces myriad tasks in forming the task force, conducting mission analysis, vectoring forces to the joint operations area and determining if assigned forces are sufficient for the task, to name a few. Ethics, as a separate subject area, may be the farthest thing from his mind throughout this busy period. However, his forces will soon be placed into a very complicated, confusing, intense environment where the lines between right and wrong are more difficult to decipher due to lack of sleep, mental exhaustion and conflicting priorities. Eight potential dilemmas are briefly discussed below for future commanders’ consideration. Although some of these have links to the tactical level of war, a JTF commander should nevertheless be aware of their existence, as they constitute a portion of Clausewitzian “reefs.”
Prisoner Treatment and Interrogation Techniques

Despite rules of engagement, the law of armed conflict, Geneva Conventions, decisions by the U. S. Attorney General and guidance from the Secretary of Defense, prisoner treatment remains an area bereft of clear delineations on what exactly constitutes torture and inhumane acts. To be sure, an extreme case such as the Spring 2004 Abu Ghraib abuses illustrates a practically indisputable example of unethical treatment of those entrusted to U.S. military care, regardless of their status as enemy combatants or not. A case like the one involving an army lieutenant colonel who discharged a weapon in close proximity to a prisoner’s head to ostensibly forestall an imminent attack on his troops represents a less clear, hotly debated case a JTF commander is more likely to experience in future conflicts. Moreover, increasing reliance on multinational operations introduces cross-cultural views on prisoner treatment. The South Korean or Pakistani forces quite possibly have views on prisoner treatment and interrogation widely divergent from standards acceptable in most western cultures.

Response to Treachery

Based on the insurgents and terrorist history leading up to JTFPI’s intervention, the enemy is very likely to use treachery in their tactics. Examples from past insurgencies in Algeria, Peru, Russia and Northern Ireland include public disembowelment, throat slitting, sewing dead peoples’ mouths closed to prevent escaping of the spirit, shooting unarmed civilians, using innocent humans as shields, castration, dismemberment and extreme forms of torture. Radicals pursue these methods for a variety of reasons, but most of all to achieve a shock effect, incite fear and elicit government reprisals. If the government, or its representative coalition forces, overreacts in its response, causing the Philippine population
to experience extreme inconveniences or worse sufferings, their initial outrage over
treachorous attack may dissipate. Instead, they may express frustration and anger against the
government’s reaction. If allowed to continue unabated, this cycle of violence leads to a
perception that President Arroyo’s government can do absolutely no right in the eyes of the
people, thus inhibiting its efforts to gain and maintain the latter’s loyalties and will.

Media Blowback

Information warfare and psychological operations will constitute a significant portion of
CJTFPI’s operational plans. Crafting the proper message, timing dissemination correctly and
targeting the right audience are all considered in planning. In today’s media environment,
CJTFPI should consider the potential second and third order effects of information operations
vis-à-vis its overall credibility. An example from the Fall 2004 Al Fajr operation to break the
insurgency in Fallujah, Iraq is instructive on this topic. A Marine Public Affairs Officer read,
in front of a rolling news camera, a carefully crafted message about “crossing the line of
departure” in a significant operation. The message was intended to deceive the enemy into
revealing its reaction to the main attack that, in reality, was not planned to start until three
weeks later. That other U.S. media sources, specifically CNN, reported the commencement
of the Fallujah attack perhaps represented the unintended consequence of eroding credibility
of military news releases and other “official” information. The Pentagon eventually
apologized for the incident, but it raises the question of how many more blowback incidents
might be tolerated by the American public, and ensuing effects on information credibility.

Mitigation of Residuals

Killing diehard terrorists and insurgents constitutes a significant portion of JTFPI’s
means in accomplishing its mission. How that killing is accomplished in terms of the residual
effects on the local population needs to be considered prior to beginning an operation. Based on the enemy order of battle, the ASG, MNLF and MILF possess conventional force capabilities best defeated using combined arms operations approaching the level of high intensity conflict. Looking at first order effects, one would expect forces to use all means at their disposal, within the discrimination and proportionality considerations, to destroy enemy equipment and kill personnel who insist on resisting.

Overwhelming JTFPI conventional advantage and more lethal, accurate precision guided munitions will most likely cause Philippine terrorists to embed themselves among civilian populations. This complicates the issue of how to most effectively engage the enemy with minimal remain-behind effects. Depleted uranium tank rounds, air delivered cluster munitions and artillery improved conventional munitions bomblets, while extremely effective at killing and neutralizing the enemy, adversely impact those individuals living and working in areas where combat occurred, through corrosion and unexploded ordnance. Colonel Charles Dunlap addressed this issue in a recent article, stating, “In truth, technological advances bear great responsibility for the exponential growth in the sheer destructiveness of war . . . much of that destructiveness falls not just upon belligerent armies and their weaponry, but increasingly upon non-combatants and their property.”¹⁹ As JTFPI forces conduct operations across the entire spectrum of conflict, its commanders face a corresponding challenge in finding an acceptable balance between enough force to kill the enemy and acceptable after-effects on the indigenous population.

Force Protection

All component commanders within JTFPI will focus on protecting their forces exposed to the effects of enemy fire. From boats and ships patrolling the Philippine littorals, to aircraft
flying reconnaissance missions, to Marines and soldiers manning traffic and entry control
points on the islands, risk acceptability represents the crux of this matter. For example,
determining the distance a unit allows an unidentified craft, vehicle, or other potentially
hostile object to approach before making the decision to disable or destroy it is often
difficult, considering that innocent civilians may be harmed. Cultural and language
differences further complicate the matter, as signals readily understood among western-
oriented populations may have a different or opposite meaning.

Erring on the side of discrimination places forces at greater risk and may, in fact,
translate into higher friendly casualties at the hands of suicide bombers, vehicle-borne
improvised explosive devices and explosive-laden skiffs. Conversely, permitting forces to
engage without ensuring positive identification results in higher non-combatant casualties
and potential erosion of support from those non-committed Filipinos that President Arroyo is
trying so desperately to keep on her side. Especially unhelpful in gaining and maintaining the
will of the local population are those cases where an armed military force shoots into a crowd
of mostly civilians because of a perceived or real threat, as occurred several times throughout
the U.S. war with Iraq.20

Target Selection and Engagement

Forces in Operation JTFPI make decisions regarding whether or not to engage the enemy
and by what means based on intelligence. This intelligence may originate from national level
satellite assets depicting enemy force disposition on one end of the scale, to a fire team leader
reporting he saw certain types and numbers of individuals enter a particular location on the
other. Between the time of target identification and target engagement, a critical assessment
takes place, either implicitly or explicitly. At the operational or tactical level, or both
simultaneously, JTFPI personnel evaluate target legitimacy to confirm it actually consists of
enemy combatants and determine the proximity of non-combatants to the target.

Analysis produces probabilities of both target legitimacy and non-combatant injury.
Uncertainty inherent in fighting insurgents who blend in with the Philippine population
compounds the associated difficulties in making an accurate assessment. Notwithstanding the
near difficulty of achieving 100% certainty in target identification and location even under
the most favorable conditions, the key issue is establishing the minimum level of certainty
that must be met before a target is engaged with kinetic fires. In setting the level too high,
units potentially bypass opportunities to eliminate some enemy capability. Conversely, a
more permissive level could result in casualties to the general Philippine population and
increased collateral damage. To be sure, natural human error comes into play and mistakes
happen. The situation must be closely monitored to ensure intelligence and target
engagement avoid leading to situations which inflame that portion of the population that
JTFPI is attempting to maintain on President Arroyo’s side.

Infrastructure Targeting and Destruction

Modern infrastructure assets vary widely, depending on the area of the Philippines
CJTFPI employs forces. Electric generation facilities, water production and treatment plants,
fuel sources, food production and supplies, transportation networks and communications
equipment serve both the enemy ability to continue operations and the Philippine population
in general. Component commanders will be faced with cost-benefit decisions on whether to
adversely impact some of these areas. The level of inconvenience to and health condition
deterioration for the local Philippine population must be weighed against the benefits of
adversely impacting operations conducted by the ASG, MNLF and MILF forces.
Infrastructure destruction may have long-term detrimental effects on friendly forces’ ability to gain indigenous intelligence and deny the enemy safe haven in towns and villages.

Actions during Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) are instructive on this topic when American commanders faced decisions regarding aerial bombing to disrupt the already dilapidated power grid in parts of the country to defeat enemy command and control capability. Despite the decision by General Tommy Franks, USA, to exclude from target sets power plants, transformer stations, and electrical pylons and lines, Iraqis maintained the perception that coalition air strikes caused power reductions. Subsequently, ground forces in Phase IV of OIF faced enraged Iraqi citizens whose number one concern was restoring electricity. While the extent that power loss directly strengthened the growing insurgent base is difficult to assess, lack of electricity was a sizable source of conflict between U.S. Marines and soldiers and local populations in their assigned areas.

Coalition Conduct

Fighting along with military forces of the United Kingdom, Australia, North Korea and Pakistan, provides legitimacy and additional capabilities to JTFPI’s operations. However, combining three very different cultures - western/Caucasian, Korean and Muslim - also may present some significant ethical challenges. The operations and behavior of each coalition partner’s forces is a direct reflection on the ethical legitimacy of the JTF as a whole. What is legal and readily accepted behavior in Pakistani or Korean ways of warfare may routinely violate the principles of discrimination and proportionality. Moreover, the value they place on human life, their views on death, and the level of discomfort they associate with undue human suffering may differ from traditional western views. Dealing with those situations after they arise is often-times too late, when only public affairs damage control is possible.
One of CJTFPI’s most significant challenges may be crafting ways to prevent ethical lapses among his coalition partners before they occur.

**Techniques for Achieving Unity of Effort**

The military is a profession of hard choices. Choices in our profession have a way of coming along suddenly and unexpectedly. Choices in our profession may involve painful decisions, and it can be especially painful to make the right decisions. Choices and decisions in our profession also involve, on occasion, expensive mistakes. Making ethics count in hard choices like these is crucial.22

Lieutenant General Bradley C. Hosmer, _The Leader’s Imperative: Ethics, Integrity, and Responsibility_

When forming JTFPI from American and international forces operating together for the first time for an undetermined duration, the commander must take steps to establish ethos, or acceptable principles for operating in a moral manner. Unlike the operational functions of fires, intelligence, force protection, command and control, logistics and maneuver, military ethics does not stand on its own as a separate area for consideration. Rather, it is a crucial set of standards a commander must ensure subordinates consider implicitly through daily operational and tactical decisions. The goal is for every member of the JTF to accept them, take them on as his or her own, and manifest them through their daily tasks across the spectrum of conflict. Training and leadership are both critical areas in bolstering the moral compass of subordinate commanders and their units.

**Training**

Training packages should be developed and distributed as soon as the JTF is stood up. The material can be developed from a combination of law of war scenarios, cultural information and considerations from the area of operations, religious ideals and lessons learned from past conflicts, perhaps using some of the examples mentioned above. The goal of this training is not dissimilar from the other planning and rehearsals which will take place prior to the JTF crossing the line of departure – honing methods of operating to the point where correct action is taken void of prompting and specific orders. Moreover, training and
rehearsals contribute to achieving unity of effort, one of the principles of MOOTW, across the JTF.

Several advantages exist in implementing this solution. First, it places all units on equal footing, from a perspective of “the right thing to do.” The collective mindset of thousands of individuals gathering to accomplish the specific JTF mission can be influenced positively through execution of relatively simple training techniques. When accomplished, an improved ethical baseline of all units involved is achieved, and represents a measuring tool to which they can refer when faced with moral dilemmas during operations.

Ethics training is not unlike that accomplished in similar areas. Law of war training, for example, closely related to ethics, often encompasses vignettes. Small groups, with leaders embedded, analyze real or contrived scenarios in which individuals are placed in a situation involving ethical dilemmas. Then, some or all of the group is asked the proverbial question, “what next, lieutenant (or corporal, or airman, etc)?” The individual is asked to explain what actions he or she would take in a particular situation and, more importantly, why the action was the one selected. The ensuing discussion will most likely be charged with opposing views, rationale and alternate courses of action, contributing to raising the bar, ethically speaking, for all members of the groups.

Finally, when converted into a usable international format, it levels the playing field for multinational forces. Translating the vignettes with accompanying morally acceptable courses of action, from a CJTF viewpoint, causes unit leaders and individuals to begin understanding and adopting his way of approaching a situation. This will ostensibly reduce the cross-cultural ethical conundrums arising throughout the operation.
Leadership

Joint Task Force commanders convey decisions and intent on myriad topics through both formal and informal methods. Imbuing a command with his ethical preferences, viewpoints and expectations takes place through the same methods and techniques available for him to convey all other important information. To positively influence members of the JTF several levels of command below, a commander should consider personally communicating with everyone. While personally appearing before JTF personnel to convey his message is the most effective means for accomplishing this, the sheer size of a JTF may prevent this from occurring. However, modern communications advances make this task easier than it may appear. A commander can accomplish this through personal letter, video or Direct Video Display (DVD) broadcast or taped audio address. With the right equipment, fifteen or twenty minutes time could translate into a well-crafted, meaningful message. For example, Lieutenant General James Mattis, Commanding General of the First Marine Division during OIF, wrote a personal note that he ordered distributed to more than 20,000 Marines, sailors and soldiers in the unit. In the note, he stated, in part,

When I give you the word, together we will cross the Line of Departure, close with those forces that choose to fight, and destroy them. Our fight is not with the Iraqi people, nor is it with members of the Iraqi army who choose to surrender. While we move swiftly and aggressively against those who resist, we will treat all others with decency, demonstrating chivalry and soldierly compassion for people who have endured a lifetime under Saddam’s oppression . . . Chemical attack, treachery, and the use of the innocent as human shields can be expected, as can other unethical tactics. Take it all in stride. Be the hunter, not the hunted: never allow your unit to be caught with its guard down. Use good judgment and act in the best interests of our Nation . . . carry out your mission and keep your honor clean. (emphasis his)23

The correspondence expressed his ethical expectations, couched in terms warriors can understand, in a very succinct single-page document. Moreover, it showed that compelling service members to act ethically can be communicated in positive terms while eloquently combining ethical underpinnings with promptings to unmercifully destroy resisting forces when necessary.
Commanders can utilize more official means of written correspondence to convey expectations as they do with other aspects of the operation. Operations orders, warning orders, fragmentation orders and letters of instruction all present possible vehicles for making this occur in a few ways. First, including personal views on conducting operations in the “right” ways in the “Commander’s Intent” portion of both warning orders and operations orders, represents an effective method. The “Coordinating Instructions” subparagraph of paragraph 3 presents another opportunity to provide guidance. Lastly, annexes and appendices are useful to provide more detailed information on the ethical conduct of warfare with respect to fires, intelligence, information warfare and kinetic vs. non-kinetic methods, to name a few.

Injecting ethical considerations of different ways of conducting operations when meeting with or speaking to subordinate component commanders is another method to achieve unity of effort. When the JTF commander continually brings up an issue, it raises the level of importance in everyone’s mind. Subordinates often formulate in their own minds the factors that are most important to a commander based on the issues that the commander consistently emphasizes, as well as those he rarely mentions.

Throughout all the techniques discussed above, consistency in the message and repetition comprise the two paramount characteristics on which a commander should base his ethical plan of attack. By using one or more of these methods, a commander highlights the importance he places on acting in an upright manner in all places and at all times.

Conclusions

Military ethics, at its very essence, is leadership. The joint force commander’s primary concern in any battlespace is mission accomplishment, followed closely by welfare and
morale of those in his charge. Near the top of his list of concerns has to be commission of fatal errors, or those controllable, but largely unforeseeable events that have the potential to irredeemably alter the environment in which his forces operate. It is this realm of finite, yet unpredictable, missteps that a continual focus on ethics seeks to minimize.

In considering the topic of military ethics, it’s important to reference the purpose of employing armed forces in the first place. When a U.S. President employs America’s armed forces, the ends are supposed to be well established to ensure understanding by all involved. The means to achieve those political ends, however, are much more open for interpretation and subject to the personal preferences of the commander placed in charge to accomplish the mission. As Clausewitz said, “The political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from the goal.” Maintaining ethical considerations at the forefront of those means provides stability and an endstate more likely to remain stable in the long run.

The ends in future U.S. engagements will almost certainly be much more complicated in going beyond the World War II era of unconditional surrender. Effects on local populations vis-à-vis combating continuing insurgent efforts, helping fledgling governments win and maintain popular support and preventing excessive death, injury and suffering, go beyond issues of imposing our will on the enemy. To be sure, throughout operations conducted as part of America’s current war, U.S. and multinational forces are performing admirably in avoiding the large-scale ethical lapses documented during the Vietnam conflict, America’s last large-scale counterinsurgency war. As forces continue to engage the enemy while simultaneously working to reduce the conditions which breed terrorism, military ethics is certain to constitute a topic of paramount importance. Forces must focus on conducting
effective joint, multinational operations while striving to exhibit, “all that is highest in
military efficiency and soldierly virtue.”25 Our survival as a nation may well depend upon it.
Notes
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